Effect of motor unit firing pattern on twitches obtained by spike-triggered averaging.
The spike-triggered averaging technique (STA) was used to determine the twitch profile of single motor units in human masseter during a voluntary isometric contraction. The effect of the immediate firing pattern of the unit on the twitch was assessed with a computer program which scanned the unit discharge records and selected valid trigger spikes for the averager on the basis of the interspike intervals preceding and following the trigger spike. Successive averages from the same data using different interval parameters revealed progressively more fusion of twitches as the instantaneous firing rate increased. When the data were averaged with interval parameters similar to those used in earlier studies, some fusion of the twitch profile was also evident. It is therefore likely that the degree of fusion of human motor unit twitches obtained by STA has been underestimated in the past. It is further concluded that masseter motor units are sufficiently fast-contracting to allow a relatively unfused twitch profile to be obtained with STA, provided trigger spikes are subjected to appropriate rate control.